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In this paper, the pressing problem of unemploynent in the conte:n-

porary developing world is studied from an historical perspective of transition

groyth, Le. the process representing the termination of economic colonialis~

and the initiation of modern growth. This problem is investigated for a

particular type of LOC, na~ely, the open dualistic labor surplus econony. The

post-\var (19: ",-1970) experience of Taiwan and Korea is analyzed from this

viewpoint--emphasizing the fine differences as well as the family resemblance

among these countries. As ex-Japanese colonies, both- these countries shared

a relatively strong agricultural infrastructure and the open dualistic and

labor surplus characteristic at the beginning of the transition in the 1930's.

However, as we show, Taiwan had an initially more favorable set of institu-

tional and economic conditions in agriculture.

In the post-War decade, we indicate that both countries axperienced

two sub-phases of transition: an import substitution sub-phase followed by

an export substitution sub-phase. In the former entrepreneurial experience,
was accumulated along with a further strengthening of the rural infrastructure,

e.g. by land reform. In the latter both countries rapidly developed labor

intensive manufacturing exports to the world market. It was this latter

development that contributed substantially to the s~lution of the unemployment

problem and permitted the labor surplus condition to be gradually terminated.

This major "turning point}" as well as other turning points related to the

historical role of the agricultural sector, are deduced theoretically in the

paper as well as verified empirically.
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The overall axperience of the '50s and '60s seems to indicate a wor-

sening of the unemplo~ent or undereffiployme~t problem in the developing ~orld]

even where per capita income growth has been quite satisfactory. When this e:<-

perience is then projected fon~ard, given the knowledge that even the most

successful population control programs r.an't affect labor force size for some

15 years to come, the gloom thickens. Something has to be done for employ-

ment--even if it means sacrificing the GNP growth rate.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate, with the help of a

theoretical framework applicable to at least one type of LnC, that the

necessity of contemplating a trade-off between employment and GNP may, in fact,

be illusory and based on a misinterpretation of the historical record. The

model presented "opens up" the traditional closed dualistic model of develop-

ment [L~~is. 1954] based on the notion that the full potential complementarity
J ---

between growth and employment.is best :lemonstrated when the focus of analysi£

is broadened from the proc.ess of domestic labor reallocation llithin the closed

dualistic setting, to include the possibility of labor reallocation through

trade. ~~ile we believe that the solution of the unemployment rroblem in the

context of growth, as d~nstrated by the n~del, applies to all but the very

large (and therefore domestically-oriented) labor surplus LDCs, our empirical

test is concentrated on Korea and Taiwan.

In historical perspective, the post-war performance of most LDCs is

a transition benyeen a long epoch of colonialism and a long e~och of modern

1growth. Korea and Taiwan share the colonial heritage of a heavy dependence

on traditional land-based production and axports, moving gradually to a non-

traditional labor-based output mix as they successfully solve their employment

problem, mainly through trade.
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We silall accept the "initialll period of transition as 1952-54 for

Taiwan and 1953-57 for Korea,2 with the "terminal" period as 1968-70, in

both cases. In Section I we present a comparative static model, with

statistical evidence, to a~amine the initial and terminal structural

characteristics of the two countries under observation. Section II identifies

several important turning-points during the transition process. In Section

III we present our conclusions and the implications of our analysis for a~-

ployment and output policy in labor-surplus LDCs.

~ Comparative Static Analysis

'1hs basic purpose of our comparative static analysis is to identify

the structural change within the economy between the initial and terminal

years. In the open dualistic labor surplus economy this structure can be

described by a set of indices such as shown ir. Table 1, including production,

consumption, saving, investment, trade, labor allocation, each of which has

its ~lace in the context of the model we intend to develop in the course of

this section.

Sinr.e countries of this parti~ular type ~re overwhelmingly agricul-

tural, at least at the initial point, we begin our analysis with relations

focussing on agricultural productivity, the allocation of labor between

sectors, and trade in agricultural goods. The labor surplus condition is

eliminated by the reallocation of unemployed or inefficiently employed (un-

deremployed) workers from the subsistence to the commercialized sectors,

3whex'e they are efficiently or competitively employed. In the early phase of

II "the transition growth process, this is the heart of the employment probl~
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Suppose the economy's total initial labor force (P) is divided into

an agricultural labor force (L) and a non-agricultural labor force (W),

i. e. P = W + L.. Let us denote 9 = W/p as the fraction of the tota.1 labor

force in the non-agricultural sector. (i.e. 1 - 9 = L/P is the fraction in

the agricultural sector). Suppose the total output of agricultural goods

is Q and the average productivity of agricultural lahor is v = Q/L. Then

the demand and supply of agricultural goods is

(1) LV=Q=C +Ea a

(supply) (dem.md)

where the demand for agricultural goods is either for domestic consumption

(C ) or for export (E )--as is typical in the colonial pattern. Dividinga a

throughout by total popula.tion (and letting ~ = x/p, i.e. per capita x),

we have

(2) a) (l-9)v = cf = cP + Ff1a a

v = (~ +~) / (1-9)a a

or

From (2b) we can see that a higher agricultural productivity (v) can lead to

a combination of a higher consumption standard of agricultural goods (c6),a

a higher per capita export level (~), and a higher fraction of the labor

for~e already allocated to industry (9).

Let us assume that land and labor are the only important traditional

f f d .. . 1 4actors 0 pro uct'on 1n agr1cu ture. If the supply of land is approximately

fixed, the total productivity of labor, say for Taiwan, in the initial year,

may be represented by the ~-curve in diagram (la) (i.e. the agricultural

labor force LT is measured on the horizontal axis to the left). If the

total population is represented by a point "p" in diagrclI.I.1 la, the industrial

labor force is PLT, while the agricultural labor force is OLT, leading to an

initial agricultural labor productivity vT represented by the slope of the
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straight line OaT in diagram l~ In diagra~ lb, (below la), with the sa~c

fixed initial population P, the per capita cutput for the economy as a whole

is represented by the ~ curve (i.e. ~ = QT/P). The initial supply of agri

cultural output per head for Taiwan is then equal to LTbT as indicated in

diagram lb. For the case of Ko't"ea, in a similar way, che init&ial agr.icul

tural output (QK-curve in diagram 2a), output per head (~ curve in diagram

2b) and labor allocation point (~) are shown.

What we have just portrayed is a realistic comparative picture of the

agricultural condition of the nlO countries at the initial point. Taiwan in-

herited a more favorable agricultural infrastructure, reflected in a higher

initial productivity of agricultural workers (slope of Oar in diagram la >

slope of O~ in"diagram 2a).5 As indicated in Table 1, r~N 1, Korea's

initial agricultural labor productivity was only 70 percent of that of

Taiwan. However, possibly due to their common colonial experience, the agri

cultural consumption standard "(C;) in both countries is seen to be approximately

the same (rmv 4, Table 1). MOreover, Table 1, row 27 indicates that initially

Taiwan had already allocated 42 percent of her labor force to non-agriculture,

in sharp contrast to Korea with only 32 percen~ Using equation (2b), the

higher productivity in Taiwan, in fact, led to both a higher fraction of

labor in the non-agricultural sector (9) and a higher level of agricultural

exports on a per capita basis.

The latter contrast is summarized in row 3. While Korea

was initially already a net importer of agricultural goods, Taiwan exported a

hefty $19 per capita and thus provided capacity to import capital goods and

raw materials for the growing non-agricultural sectors. 6 This means that,

from the very beginning, the agricultural secto~ in Taiwan played a much more

positive role in fuelling the expansion of the industrial activities than
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Korea, in which the relatively backward agricultural sector constituted a

burden for industrializatio~ In the case of Korea, the agricultural sector

was "pulled alongll by a dynamic non-agricultural sector rather than providing an iii';;.

portant "pushll for industrial:tzation, as in the case of Taiwan.

Since the individual worker consumes two kinds of commodities (agri-

cultural gcods, measu1."ed on the vertical axis of diagram lc, and non-

agricultural goods, measured on the horizontal .axis) , the agricultural real

wage level for a typical Taiwanese worker may be represented by the budget

line BTDT (in diagramic). In other words, 'OBT, (ODT) is the level of the

real wage in terms of agricultural (non-agricultural) goods, while the

slope of the budget line represents the initial terms of trad~ In a

similar fashion, the budget line for Korea may be shown as B~K in di.agram

2c. BKDK is meant to lie below BTDT since Korea's initial real wage in terms

of agricultural goods, OBK, is lower than Taiwan's, OBT (see row 5), as well

as in terms of industrial goods (row 6). Since -the wage parities in terms of

both connr.odities are approximately the same (".64" and ".69;' column. 4) the

internal terms of trade are approximately the same for the two countries

(row 7). This means that, in the context of an ppen economy, the possibility of

the import of agricultural goods in Korea compensated for her relatively

backward condition in agriculture and that, initiall~ the internal terms of

trade in both countries are governed by a common international terms of trade

7in the Japanese market.

In tee context of a labor surplus dualistic economy, the real wage in

terms of agricultural goods (e.g. OB
T

in diagram lc for Taiwan) may be thought

of as the instjtutional real wage (IRW) which is determined by the institu-

tional forces prevailing in the agricultural sector. .In such an economy, the

IRW is likely to be above agricultural labor's marginal product CMPPL)~

signifying the ~xistence of surplus labor in the economy.8 During the
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transition process, the I~~, moreover, is likely to increase only moderately,

certainly less than the }~PL' as long as IRW > ~WPL. However, once the labor

surplus is axhausted and labor becomes scarce, IRW ~ MPPL, and we can expect

the wage to follow the ~!PPL thereafter.

In diagram lc, given the fixed IRW at level OBT, the price-consumption

CUl7Ve PC
T

, for Taiw'an, is shown. 9 lo.There this curve intersects the typical

worker's budget line (BTDT), i.e. at point eT, locates the initial cons~~ption

equilibrium point for Taiwan (o~ units of agricultural goods and oct of

nan-agricultural goods). Similarly, for Korea, the price-consumption curve

PCK may be drawn in diagram 2c. As we have nnted earlier, virtually the same

~ is seen to prevail in both Korea and Taiwan initially. Thus, in the case

of Taiwan, we can show (see row 3) the existence of a substantial agricul

turalexport surplus per head (~= bTd in diagram lb), while in the case of

10Korea, there exists a need to import agricultural goods at the outset.

Since Korea's budget line (BKDK in diagram 2c) is lower than Taiwan's (BTDT

in diagram lc) the fact that the two countries consume about the same amount

of agricultural goods per capita, implies, moreover, that Korea's farmers

initially consume substantially less non-agricultural goods on a per capita

basis. This is confirmed by the data in row 8, columns 2 and 3.

Let us turn next to the production of and demand for non-agricultural

(or, in short hand, industrial) output. With respect to industrial output,

there are two factors which differentiate the industrial from the agricul-

tural sectors: first, the primary factors of production are now labor (W)

and capital (K); and second, the industrial sector is assumed to be commer-

cialized in that the real wage (in terms of industrial goods) may now be

equated with the marginal productivity .of labor. In diagrams (If) and (2£),

with labor (W) and capital (K) being measured on the vertical and horizontal

axes, respectively, the production contour map, for Taiwan and Korea, for
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the initial period, are represented by the solid production contour maps in-

dexed by YT and YK• Given the initial capital stock, e.g. (KT(O) for

Taiwan, the }~PL-curve is repre~ented by the solid NT-curve in diagram (Ie),

"belo~'i (lfj. To show the consistent equilibrium position for the case of

Taiwan, let the 45-degree line PP be drawn in diagram (ld) with the aid of

which the initial industrial labor force PLT (in diagram lb) ca~ be projected

as OWT on the vertical ~~is (downward). Since the initial non-agricultural

real wage in Taiwan is ODT,ll the }~PL-curve (i.e. the MT-curve) passes through

the point hT in diagram (Ie), indicating thet OWT units of labor are d~~ded

at the real industrial wage ODT• Similarly, for Korea, with capital stock

~(o) in diagram 2f, the MPPL-curve is.represented by the Mk-curve in diagram

2e, with an employment equilibrium point at ~--indicating that OWK units of

workers are demanded at the industrial real wage OD
K

•

A possible important i~itial difference in the state of industrial

technology in Korea and Taiwan should be noted. From the theoretical stand-

point, if the initial production functions of the twe countries were exactly

the same, then the higher level of the industrial real wage in Taiwan would

imply that Taiwan also has (i) a higher industrial capital-labor ratio

(K* =K/W) and (ii) a higher average productivity of industrial labor (q = ij).
Howevers the empirical evidence (rows 9 and 10) indicates otherwise. Korea

has an initially higher industrial capital-labor ratio than Taiwan--in spite

of the lower Korean real wage level--anrrnevertheless sports a lower level

f I b d ·· 12o a or pro uct1V1t~ The cause of this difference may

be traced once again to the Japanese colonial heritage; while the Japanese

lavished relatively more attention on agricultural infrastructure in Taiwan,

they pushed ir.dus trialization more heavily in Korea, ~hich probably lead

to a more capital-intensive, less innovative industrial structure- 13
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With respect to the demand and supply of industrial goods a formula

symmetrical to (2a) is

(3) 9 +t.4
1.

(supply) (demand)

where ~ (=Y/P) is the per capita output of industrial goods and q is in

dustrial labor productivity. From row 11, we see that the initial ~ is

much higher in Taiwan than in Korea (the parity.is .61) in spite of a much

smaller gap in q (row 10 with a parity of .82), simply because a larger pro-

portion of the population has already been allocated to the non-agricultural

sector (see row 2). On the demand side, a much larger fraction of Korea's

non-agricultural output is exported at the outset--i.e. the percentage Ei/E

is 50 percent larger in Korea than in Taiwan (see row 15)--even though the

actual magnitudes are small in both cases (see row 12).

Let us turn next to the overall magnitude and structure of inter-

national trade in the initial years in both countries. As far as the volume

of total trade is concerned, given tite already established fact that per

capita GDP (row 4a) was higher in Tau~an initially, we would expect foreign

trade to be quantitatively more importaut in Taiwan. Two indicators--exports

as a fraction of GDP (row 13) and exports per capita (row l4)--are shown to

corroborate this fact.

The contrast in the structure of the two countries' trade is even

more dramatic than the difference in external orieltation. While the initial

export pattern of Taiwan was dominated by agricultural goods, Korea's modest

exports were dominated by non-agricultural commodities (row 15). In fact,

Taiwan initially exported nearly 12 percent of her agricultural output while

Korea exported only 3 percent of hers (row 16).
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On the import side, during the initial years of transition growth

total imports (H) consisted of imported industrial consumer goods (Mi) and

producers' goods (M ), i.e. capital goods and/or raw materials destined as
p

productive inputs into the industrial sector (M = M. + M). This breakdown
l. p

will be seen to be significant for any analysis of the phenomenon of import

substitution (I-S) growth which often characterizes the initial phase of

trans i tion.

By I-S growth we shall mean a sub-phas( dominated by the development

of the indigenous consumer goods industry With traditional consumer goods im-

ports 01.) gradually being replaced. In order to build up these iroport sub
l.

sti~uting industries the LDC, however, usually needs to import more raw:

Bearing this in mind, rows 17 and 18 attemptmaterials and capital goods M •
P

to describe the initial potential for I-S growt~ Row 17, for example, shows

that, t~hile Taiwan initially imported 8.5 percent of her total requirements

for industrial consumer goods, the corresponding figure for Korea was 6.5

percent. In the case of Taiwan, moreover, the imported industrial conswuer

goods accounted for 23.0 percent of her total import~ while the corresponding

figure for Korea was only 13.3 per.cent (row 18).. Thus, both from the view-

point of the domes tic market and from the viewpoint of the allocation of for-

eign exchange, the importation of industrial consumer goods was more important

in Taiwan than in Korea in the initial period under obsexvation--al1owing more

scope for I-S growth.

The above description of the structure of trade reveals a contrasting

pattern during the early phase of transition growth in the two countries

under examination. In the case of Taiwan, there is in evidence a pattern of

triangularism, ~e. the agricultural sector produces ~n exportable surplus

which, in turn, provides the import capacity used for two types of industrial
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Unports, consumer goods and producers' goods. The same agricultural exports,

moreover, generate the incomes and demand for the larger volume of industrial

consumer goods now produced at home. In this manner, ag~iculture rJels I-S

growth as ~~ tmports permit the continu~e b~llding up of the d~aestic i~port

substituting capacity that gradually replaces H. imports.
J.

In the case (if Korea, on the other hand, the growth dynamics represent

more of a bilateral ir4teractj.~m beb;veen industry and the foreign sector as

agriculture remai.ns relatively stagnant. TIle industrial sector in consequence

has to be depende~d upon to produce an exportable surplus which, together with

the provision of capital from abroad, is used to import the capital goods and

raw materials nee,ded by the import substitution process. Moreover, as we

shall see below, an~ especially during the later sub-phase of transition, the

industrial sector) instead of being supported by agricultural exports, is

saddled with the responsibility of diverting a part of the import capacity

it generates for the purchase of food abroad.

The case of Taiwan is described in diagram (Ie) in which the 4 curve

is shown. The initial value of per capita output is seen to be WTjT' while

the initial value of the per capita demand for consumer goods crT is

WT~T(=O~).14 Thus, there exi~ts a shortage of jT~T .units of indus~rial

goods which must be imported. Since, from diagram (lb), the initial per

capita agricultural export is seen to be ~. (=bT~)' at the initial terms of

trade the import capacity generated by these agricultural a~ports is cIvT

(diagram Ie). The other portion of industrial goods required (i.~ v
T

j
T

units on a per capita basis) is financed by foreign capital.

In the case of Korea, in diagram 2, the initial y6-curve is labelled

~ leading to an initial per capita output of WKjK uni~s. This output is
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actual.ly Lj.gheY:" then domestic demand WK~K' signifyi.ng tlta.t Kn.·.2... I,~ '.ndustrial

sector is ah:e?dy producing an expo.)rt:able surplus -ro help fit1a[,::.~ its mffi.

import n£;ads~ The agricultural sector, on the ot.her h,md~ is hO·· :involv~d in

the financing process; in fact, to ,he eYt~nt there is ~ fo~q ~efi~i~: it is

already drawing en the import c.apacity provi~p.d by industrial exports and

foreign capital inflow.

The above presents a fairly &ccurpte picture of the comparative 8truc-

tural conditions of the two countr;t~s under observation at the initial point

in time. 1be purpose of comparative structural analysis is to c~ntrast these

initial charact~risticswlth those obtaini.ng in the terminal pex'iods.. The

forces that brought on the marked structural change observable in cul~mns 5-7

of Table 1 include (i) c2pital accumulation, ~ii) population g~owth, and

(iii) technology change in both the agricultural and no~-agricultural sectors.

Let us first concentrate on capital accumulation. The saving fund

available to these entrepreneurs, in both the public and private nectars, was

composed of three sources: foreign capital (Sf)'

trial profits (S.), and agricultur.al saving (S ),
~ a

the reinvestment of indus-

. 15
I.e e.

(4) I = S + S. + Sfa 1.

Turn.i..ng once again to Table 1, we have indicated the r.elative ('cntribution

to the total investment fund of the threE. :',OU:>:l'e~, of sa.vi.ng~ both f:"r the

h·..ITC ~rese,nted ~ .'.c ',:"fiulil':'·,,~ contribution of 'each I'>att..een the i!'Jt:tal and

t~,.c.<.n.?!,::' p~.rL;;.i~ Ji:.. ...,: ~CllS c:~' these cumnlative fi o,u:t··~s, tne dramatic dif~

ference l"tween Taiwali ~m'-' Korea ,:~". ,g the t :..ansition period is

demonstrated by ~.he fact. tr.a'( :,:(;,.0 )ital financed. 6·1.6 percent of total

investment in Korea and only J.. 'l percent ?''1 TaiwaIlo Agri.cultural saving con-

tributed about 3 times as milch to a higher investment"rate in Taiwan than

in Korea. This lack of domestic saving capacity, especia,lly in agriculture,

to finance her O"'..m. investment needs, and the heavy continued reliance on

jmenustik
Best Available



r,reign cilpitl'J.l, TE:lT'ains the most serious problem facing Korea's develcpment.

~he r Alr2 favorabla~~itial equilibrium condition in Taiwan is detailed in the

App.er.dix"

Oth,::,' r.:viden~e of marl~ed structural change can be analyzad in terms

of a comparison ~f (~) th~ role of agriculture; (ii) the behavior of wages

and ..::onsUlJption; (ii:',) the progress of industl:ial technology and the structure

of i:nternationaJ. tra(:~.. WhUe there continues to exist a marked fmnily

similarity between these two countries) difference_ in observed structural

change are also instructive 1urthe. understanding of the employment probl~

The Rele of rhe ~ricul!-uralrSed:(Jr

TQ begin wit;hJthe non-agricultural sector in both countri~s has grown

rapidly euough to absorb the u!.~ployed and underemployed in agriculture in

spite 01: sab,;taI&dal populat:i.on increase. Thus the center of gra'lity of both

c~v~omie~, in terms of the allocation of lebor hetween the two sectors, has

shifted markedl.'1. Returning to diagrams Id and 2d, the growth of population

~y be re~=esented by the parallel anc outward shift of the population lines

PF to p'pl. At ~TIe same time the allocation poi~ts have shifted from ~ (LK

for Korea) to Li- (LKfor Korea), representing an increase in 9 for both countries;,

as indicatad. R~ws 25 and 26 of Table 1 yield an average annual rate of growth

betk'~~n the initial and terminal period of 2.9 percent in population and 3.7

percent in the labor force for Taiwan;, and 2.5 percent and 2.7 percent;,

respectively, for Korea. In spite of this, as we can see from row 2, Taiwan

registered an increase in 9 from 42 to 58 percent and Korea from 32 to 49

percent. This demonstrates the rapidity of the growth and industrial secto~

labor absorption process in both countries.

Associated with tr~s marked structural change in terms of labor real

location, is a markedly different role played by the ag~icultural sector.

jmenustik
Best Available
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In the case of Taiwan, the initially more favorable agricultural infrastruc-

t~re, and the encouraging policies led to dr~~tic advances in technology

and agricultural labor productivity. This is depicted by the upward shift

of the total output curve from QT to Qi- (in diagram la) and of the per

capita output curve from ~ to~' (in diagram lb). Coupled with the labor

reallocation effect, agricultu~al labor productivity has thus advanced from

the slope of OaT in diagram la to the slope of oaT,.16 The exportable per

capita agricultural surplus in the terminal period is now d'b
T
', in diagram Ib,

compared with dbT earlier.

From row 1, Table 1, we see that agricultural labor productivity in Taiwan ad-

vanced by mor~ than 244 percent. As a result, in spite of substantial gains

in the per capita con"",mption of agricultural goods (row 4), agricultural ex-

ports, even on a net per capita basis, could be sustained at a high level

(row 3). All this in the face, of the fact (row 2) that the agricultural

labor force is now a much smaller fraction of the total labor force than in

the initial period, and, in fact, declined absolutely after a point.

In the case of Korea, the initially relatively unfavorable agricul-

tural infra-st·cuc!:u·,-,~, reenforced by the relative government neglect over

t~e thereafter, ' _d to a situation of compaLative ~gricultural stagna-

tian. Agricultural productivity here also registered some gains. But, as

seen from row 1, the gains were more modest leading to a further substantial

decline in the relative position of the two ~gricultural sectors (see row 1,

colu~,s 4 and 7). Consequently, the increase in Korea's agricultural con-

sumption standard is modest (row 4--note especially the decline in the parity

ratio) from domestic sources; instead, increasing volumes of food imports

have been required (see row 3).

jmenustik
Best Available
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~~ obtain a clear picture of thecont~ast we can look at the net im

port or export figure for food only over the relevant period. While Taiwan

has been continuously expor.ting food during the entire transition period,

Korea's food deficit problem has been steadily worsening, with more than

$300,000 annually being spent on net food imports in recent years. The con

trast is best summarized in diagram 3, showing food imports as a percentage

of total food consumption in Ko~ea and food exports as a percentage of total

food consumption in Taiwan.

Thus, in the case of Taiwan, rapid growth, industrialization and

labor reallocation were financed in considerable part by gains in agricul

tural productivity. In the case of Korea, on the other hand, rapid indus

trialization, growth and labor reallocation were financed in large part by

the inflow of foreign capital. In the case of Korea the agricultural sector

was "pulled along" by a dynamic non-agricultural sector rather than providing

an important "push" for industrialization, as in the case of Taiwan. This

contrast was also demonstrated vividly by our earlier analysis of the com

parative cumulative sources of finance during the transition.

Real Wage and Welfare

From the viewpoint of welfare, the impact of economic development

may be ~xamined in terms of an economy's (1) consumption level, (ii) saving

capacity and/or (iii) the distribution of income between labor and property

owning classes. All these dimensions are in turn closely related to the be

havior of the real wage through tifuc. An increase in the level of the real

wage can be described by an upward shift in the budget line of a typical

worker in diagram Ie. In the cases of both Korea and Taiwan two facts may be

note~ First, the real wage did go up between the initial and terminal years
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17(see rows 5 and 6). This is due to an upward revision of the IR~.f in agri-

18culture as productivity change occurs ~nd means that, Ear example, for Taiwan.

the budget line has shifted, from BrDr to BiDi in diagram Ic. Secondly, the

terns of trade have remained about constant in Korea, but worsened slightly

against the industrial sector in Tai';",an (see roW' 7). As far as the con3ump-

tion standard is concerned, both the consumption per head of agricultural

goods (row 8) and of industrial goods (row 9) rises with the increase in real

wage. Accordingly, the consumption equilibrium point moves from eT to ei and £ro~

~ to ek in both cases. Large food imports made this possible without a

deterioration of the industrial sector's terms of trade in Korea.

As far as income distribution is concerned, labor's distributive

share in any sector is 0 = (Lxw)!z where "z" is the total output of that

sector. Consequently the rate of increase of 0 is

(5) ~~ = ~ - ~z!L

which is the difference beeween the rate of increase of the real wage (~)

and the rate of increase of labor productivity in that sector. Thus, for

each sector, the distribution of income moves against labor when the increase

in the real wage lags behind productivity gains during the unlimited supply

19of labor phase.

As the economy moves through its transition, changes in income dis-

tribution and in the participation of medium and small scale entrepreneurs

under a more market-oriented policy setting enhance the economy's saving

capacity. Row 2, Table 1, indicates that Taiwan's gross domestic saving rate

had, in fact, increased spectacularly during the transition period. The same

is true of Korea where negative saving rates initially gave way to a very

satisfactory saving performance at the 18.5 percent level at the end of the
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period. From rows 22, 23, and 24 we may, moreover, gather that these gains

in domestic saving capacity were largely based on the increasing contribution

over time of the non-agricultural sector which, especially in Taiwan, re

placed foreign capital as the main source of developmental finance.

The relative failure of Korea's agricultural sector also resulted in

a less dramatic increase in her domestic saving capacity as we have already

noted (row 20). In fact, rows 22-2~· permit us to see precisely how the

agricultural sector's contribution to the economy's total investment fund

declined dramatically during the transition period. Consequently, even in

the terminal period, foreign capital still had to be relied on for close to

50 percent of Korea's total investment fund. Thus, while the saving capacity

of the industrial sector increased dramatically, the gap left by the failure

of agriculture's contribution had to be filled largely by foreign capital.

Industrial Sector and International Trade

Turning, finally, to a brief examination of the non-agricultural

sector in the same comparative static setting, we should, first of all, note

that it is the performance of this sector that has ~arked off the path of

both Korea and Taiwan from that of other contemporary open dualistic economies.

Recalling equation (3), we see that the dramatic increase in 9 (proportion of

the population already efficiently allocated or employed) and in q (non

agricultural labor productivity) has led to a large increase in the per capita

output of industrial goods~. Although there has been some increase in the

domestic use of that industrial output, the most conspicuous result of this

development has been in the spurt of industrial exports.

Referring to row 11, the availability of industrial output per head

~) sustained an annual rate of increase of 8.0 percent in Taiwan and 7.5
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pe~cent in Korea during the transition period. This high rate of increase

followed from both the increase in 9 (row 2) and the increase in q (row 10).

The spectacular change in the extent of external orientation of both countries'

rapidly growing non-agricultural sectors is summarized in row 12. In Taiwan

(Korea), industrial exports per head grew at the remarkable rate of 19.3

percent (24.0 percent) annually, yielding a l4-fo1d (16-fold) increase during

th . . . d 20e transLtLon perLO •

This dramatic increase in the external orientation of the industrial

sector brought with it a corresponding change in the structure of foreign

trade. First of all, in terms of the overall involvement in trade, as measu~ed

by the export rat~o (row J1), while Korea participated much less in trade at

the outset, the export ratio rose substantially in both countries so that, by

the terminal year, more than 25 percent of GDP was exported in both cases.

Furthermore, as seen from rmv 15, in the case of Taiwan, the initial

dominance of the agricultural sector in exports was completely reversed so

that in the terminal year almost 90 percent of exports are seen to be non-

agricultural. In the case of Korea which had a relatively much more indus-

trial orientation (including in exports) to start with, exports are now also

a~ost exclusively industrial in origin. The fact that agricultural exports

lagged along with agricultural output is fu~ther confirmed in row '16 , ~e.

the fraction of agricultural goods exported remains small in Korea and sub-

stantial in Taiwan.

n. Landmarks in the Transition Process

We have thus tried to compare and contrast the economic structure of

the two countries under observation during both the ~nitial and terminal

periods of the tr~sition process to obtain two flashlight exposures. But it
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is inadequate in the sense that we are still lacking a picture of the process

of continuous change over more than a decade which, of course, brought about

the structural changes observed. In this section we will attempt to describe

the highlights of this process, in terms of the turning points by which the

sub-phases of the transition process can be marked off. 21 In what follows

we shall explore the economic significance of four turning points:

Turning Points Taiwan Korea

a) Commercialization point ijS-66 166-67

b) Reversal point '64-65 166 -67

c) Export substitution point '60 1
64

d) Switching point 75(1) 'ao (1)

For a closed labor surplus dualistic economy, the commercialization

• • d' 1. •• f h I b l' d" 22p01nt 1n 1cates tue term1nat10n 0 tea or surp us con 1t10n. From this

point on, real wage in the agricultural sector is equated with the marginal

productivity of labor (i. e. determined by "commercial principles" rather than

"institutional forces ll
) which signifies that labor now becomes a scarce factor

(from the economic standpoint) and tends to increase rapidly. This concept

can be applied to an open dualistic economy.

In the case of Taiwan the causes of the arrival of the commercializa-

tion point must be found in a combination of the "push" effects of continuous

technology change in agriculture combined with the lIpu11" of industrial deJnand

for labor in a balanced fashion. In diagram 4, which "blows up" diagram lb,

we indicate the changing marginal product of labor curves M. as technological
J.

change takes place in agriculture. Thus the movement from ~ (i. e. the HPPL

curve of lb) to Ma (the MPP
L ' curve of Ib) is replicated in diagram 4a.

dynamic process of labor reallocation may then be dep~cted by a sequence of

points e. which, consistent with a continuously rising 9, or a relative de
1

cline in the size of the agricultural population, ShOll, first, an absolute
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increase in agricultural population (el to e4), followed by an absolute de
23

crease (from e
4

onward). The commercialization point is reached at e6•

Thus the commercialization point arrives earlier, the faster the upward shift

of the ~~PL curve, the slower the rate of population growth, the slower the

upward creep of the institutional real wage and the faster the demand for

1 b · . h . d . 1 24a or ~ncreases 1n t e ~n ustr~a sector.

The above thesis is supported by the a~tual long term behavior of

the real wage in the two countries under observation. As shown in diagram 5,

the real wage in both countries shows only a minor upward creep until very

recently (i.e. after 1965). It thus appears that the commercialization

point may have been reached in both Korea and Taiwan25 towards the end of the

60s--with agricultural "push" forces contributing much more in Taiwan, and

industrial "pull," fuelled by foreign capital, much more in Korea. If so,

we can also expect a further acceleration of real wage increases to charac
26

terize their development in the 70s.

The increase of real wages has a profound impact on income distri-

bution, on saving capacity and on the economy's consumption pattern. As

income distribution within each sector now shifts in favor of labor, any de-

cline in the propensity to save will be accompanied by "a more sustained eA-

pansion of the domestic market for consumer goods. In other words, the

commercialization point heralds an end to the relative natural austerity

typical of the "unlimited supply of labor" condition. After the commer-

cialization point, ceteris oaribus, we can expect the saving rate and the GDP

growth rates to level off. Furthermore, in an open dualistic labor surplus

economy the commercialization point is also likely to usher in changes in

the structure of international trade. The external o~ientation of the
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industrial sector, which was previously based on the continuation of maturing

27
cheap labor, now give~ way gradually

to the incorporation of skills and capital goods as the basis for axports.

Simultaneously we can expect a shift in the orientation of the industrial

sector in the direction of satisfying the growing domestic market for indus-

trial consumer goods, including more durable consumer goods.

The second turning point is the reversal noint signifying an absolute

decline in the agricultural population or labor forc~ It can be shown

that when the rate of increase of the industrial labor force (nw) is sustained

long enough at a level higher than the growth rate of the total labor force (nw > ~),

not only does 9 (=W/P) increase continuously, as we have already observed, but

a reversal point is reached after some time,· when an absolute increase of

the agricultural labor force gives way to an absolute decline. In diagram

(ld), associated with an increase of the total population or labor force

from OP to OP', the initial labor allocation point X changes to X' in the

terminal years, representing an increase of 9 (slope of OX' > slope of OX)

as well as on absolute decline of the agricultural labor force. The move-

ment of the labor allocation point through time is ~epicted by the locus XRX'

in diagram ld, where R is the reversal point. The same reversal point R

can be observed in diagram 4. In the case of the two specific countries

under observation here, our data indicate that the reversal point was

reached in Taiwan a couple of years before commercialization, while in

Korea both seem '::0 hav~ arrived more or less simultaneously, i.e. near the

end of the 60s. 28

When the supply of land is, for all practical purposes, fixed, the

arrival of a reversal point signifies that the law of diminishing returns

is beginning to work in a reverse direction, as both marginal and average

productivities of labor begin to incrtase even when technology is stagnant.
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:;Oor Taiwan, this implies that the pressure is beginning to appear for the

adoption of labor saving technology' (e. g. mechanizl1tion) in agriculture--as

there is now an absolute shortage of manpower under the old technology.

For Korea, this means that it is possible to solve the problem of agricultural

stRgnation by a strategy of "pulling" this sector up by rapid industrial

development. ~Vhether or not this stra.tegy will be :;uccessful remains to be

29seen.

The third turning point is the export substitution point. During

the long period '0£ growth under colonialism, prior to transition growth,

the e~onomy was clearly a land based p~Qnomy fuelled by prtmary product

exports. During the import substitution sub-phase, which characterizes the

initial period of transition growth, the system continued to rely on land

based exports, to build up its import substitution industries. The

meaning of "export substitutiorr' is that labor intensive manufactured

exports (e. go textile) replace. (i. e. "substitute for") the traditional ex-

ports (e. g. rice and sugar in Taiwan and the traditional exports in Korea)

as the dominant export items of the economy.

TUrning to time series in our effort to identify sub-phases in the

transition, we see that the potential for prtmary (i. e. consumer goods) im

port substitution (measured by the share of total industrial consumer goods

which is imported, M/CJ is initially higher in Taiwan than Korea (see the

M~d curves in diagram 6). MOreover, this potential is being steadily ex

plored (and thus reduced) until around 1960 in Taiwan and 1964 in KOrea after

which point these curves turn up. Similarly, if we trace the share of con-

sumer goods imports to total imports (M 1M curves in diagram 6) we see thec

same turning points
l

1960 and 1964, resp~ctive1y, occurring in the two
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countries. What lies behind these statistical results was the import substi-

tution strategy adopted by the government (high tariff protection for domestic

import substituting industries, overvalued domestic currency in the world

market by the official e~:change rate, artificially low domestic interest

rates, etc.) to encourage the use of foreign exchange receipts (earned by tra-

ditional exports) to build up import substitution industries.

When the domestic market for industrial consumer goods is supplied

almost exclusively by the new import subFtituting industries, the import sub
I the ossibilities are I

stitution phase comes to an end, (i.e. exhausted). In the case of a rela-

tively small labor surplus economy, the natural development is the ~eT.gence

of the export substitution phase--i.e. selling labor intensive manufacturing

expor~in the world market. This transition was facilitated by a change in

government policy to promote exports (e.g. realistic foreign exchange rate

or even undervaluation of domestic currency) bas~on labor efficiency (e.g. the

adoption of realistic interest rate5through interest reform to eliminate

the artificial "capital cheapening" condition under the import substitution

phase). The results are seen in diagram 7 which shows a marked shift in

the composition of exports--with industrial exports as a fraction of the total

shooting up in Taiwan after 1960 and a few years later in the case of Kore~ 30

The change in export structure is nothing less than spectacular.

For a small labor surplus economy with a colonial heritage of primary

product export, the emergence of the exp~rt snbstitution phase, replacing the
31

import substitution phase is a highly significant phenomenon. In respect
I

to the unemployment problem, the import substitution phase was not a period

conducive to full employmen; leading to the, by now popula5 slogan of a

"necessary" conD.ict between employment and growth. • In reality, there is
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no such conflict when the export substitution phase arrives. For the em-

bodime~t of labor service in expor~to the world market is conducive to both

rapid growth and full employment--as the country has, for the first time, found

a way to make full use of her abundant labor supply. As this process continues

it leads to both the "commercialization point" and the "switching point"

signifying the termination of the labor surplus condition in the economy

as a whole as well as in the agricultural sector in particular. For this

reason, the export substitution point precedes the other turning poin~in

both
.. . A 32

countr~es Just ment10ne~

Another turning point in the transition of the open dualistic economy

is the switching point. It is based on the notion that countries which are

basically natural resources poor will at some point in their history have to

become net importers of agricultural goods. This is as true of Korea and

Taiwan as of historical Japan which became a net importer of agricultural goods

from her colonies around the turn of the century. 33 Taiwan's agricultural

sector, in spite of its superior performance, through ~he application of land

reform, non-traditional inputs, etc., is, as we have already ohserved, reaching

its natural limits--witness the deterioration of her industrial sector's

terms of trade and the declining . level of per capita agricultural exp,:>rts

(rows 3 and 7).34 Korea, on the other hand, as we have also noted, became a

net fmporter of agricultural goods virtually from the beginning of the transi-

tion period; her agricultural sector, we feel, has not fulfilled its his tori-

cal miss ion.

'lbe phenomenon of land-based exports at the beginning of the transi-

tion must be viewed as a temporary phenomenon in long run historical perspective.

A "switch" from an agricultural exporting to importing position is bound to
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occur at some stage in the development process in the future. But when it

occurs and on the basis of what kind of agricultural performance remains on

all-important issue. It matters greatly for Korea ll1hether or not existing

reserves of agricultural productivity have been harnessed ~ route to the

successful solution of the LDC employment problem. The alternatives m..::{y well

be failure of the total effort--true for many contemporary LDC's of the type

under discussion--or an unacceptably heavy reliance on foreign capital, as

in the case of Korea.

III. Conclusion· and Implications for Policy

In tlle transition process of a labor surplus open dualistic economy,

the solution of the unemployment problem may be identified with the arrival

of the commercialization point which signifies the termination of the labor

surplus condition inherited f~om the colonial epoch. After commercialization,

we can expect to observe sustained increases in real wages; the "unemployment

problem" will then be of a different type.

The increase in real wage is expected to be accompanied by some reduc

tion in the savings rate, a relative decline in the importance of trade and a

shift toward a more skill and capital intensive technology and output-mix--an

increased concern with the provision of an adequate supply of high talented

manpowe.r. These are the major development issues confronted by Taiwan (and

to a lesser extent Korea) at the present time and for the near future.

On the road to commercialization, the most important landmark is the

export substitution point based on labor intensive exports. There will no

longer be a sharp conflict between growth and employment objectives--as was

the case under import substitution growth.- The arrivaJ of the export substi

tution point "facilitates'; the arrival of the connnercialization point that

terminates the labor surplus condition.
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The whole array of government policy measures (e.g. high protective

tariffs, exchange controls, low interest rates, overvalued currencies, price

inflation) adopted to facilitate the import substituti.on. process--via the

exclusion of foreign competition and the augmentation of: the profits of

domestic industrialists--are, of course, subject to char~ge. Both Taiwan

and Korea, did, in fact, effect major changes in their policy environoent

around 1960 and 1963, respeccivel~ to facilitate transitions to export

substitution. Stabilization plus dismantling of the various existing direct

control measures, on trade, intereet rates and foreign exchange rates, thereby

created a more market oriented economy more conducive tIl access for large

numbers of domestic entrepreneurs seeking efficient utilization of the

economy's relatively abundant resources via embodiment in labor-intensive

industrial exports. The experience of Taiwan and Korea teaches us that

unemployment problems can be solved through growth in "thiS

At some point during its life cycle, the open dualistic labor surplus

economy is, moreover, likely to move from the successDll exploitation of its

agricultural potential to its "natural" long term position as an importer of

agricultural goods. The arrival of such a swit~hing point signifies that the

country will ultimately have to accelerate its industrial exports to acquire

the needed food and raw materials--a phenomenon which may occur before the com-

mercialization point, as in historical Japan, or after the commercialization

point, as in Taiwan.

Finally, given the rates of population gr~lth, a reversal point indi-

eating an absolute decline in t~e size of the agricultural labor force is

likely to occur before the switching point. Thus the policy focus may shift

to labor saving techniques in agriculture in ordf~r to.-prolong labor using

techniques in industry, while the economy gets ready for the skill and
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capital.-intensive phase. At the present time, this is precisely the central
.

policy issue in Taiwan. In the case of Korea, however, due to its neglect of

agriculture in the past, the country is still faced with the problem of first

building up its rural infrastructure and utilizing the still unexploited

slack in agricultural productivity--a process likely to release additional

supplies of labor without the need to resort to extensive mechanizatio~

In Taiwan, the agricultural sector has already fulfilled its historical

mission during the early phase of transitio~ In the case of Korea the story

is quite different as it cannot be denied that Korea's agricultural sector

has been relatively stagnan~35 Consequently, throughout the import substitu-

tion sub-phas~, while industrial entrepreneurial maturation took place, much

of the potential domestic fuel for further growth was never generated. Con-

sequently, after the export substitution point had been reached, a tr.a~endous

burden fell upon the industrial sector, fuelled largely by for~ign capital,

to continue to "pull" the ag":'icultural sector along with it, including the

continuous "ptliling out" of agricultural workers.

The rather heavier burden which Korea's non-agricultural sector has

consequently had to carry has, in turn, led to certain distortions in that

sector. For example, industrial expor.ts have undoubtedly been pushed, at

least in some areas, beyond the point of efficiency, and a good deal 0 f

"premature" backward linkage type of import substitution bas consequently

taken place, ~specially since 1968, with the help of a large assortment of
. 36

special subsidies and other incentives). The simple reason is that, with

i I ' h f h . 37. d . 1 h h d " "agr cu ture s pus not crtlco~ng, ~n ustr~a exports ave a to run

ever faster, with the consequence that some fairly technology and capital-

intensive sub-sectors have been expanded, ahead of what the, admittedly

changing, endowment picture would call for. Moreover, Korea was consequently
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forced to admit an unusually heavy flow of foreign aid, more recently private

investment, to keep the process going.

As far as the future is concerned, it is, of course, "mathematically"

conceivable that the present trends continue during the decade ahead--until

the non-agricultural sector and the non-agricultural labor force become so

predominant that the Korean economy begins to operate something like the city

states of Hong Kong and Singapore, i.e. importing virtually all needed agri

cultural goods and depending entirely on her industrial exporting sector.

Such a strategy is, however, not likely to be successful as a practical choice.

Korea's agricultural sector and population remain too large relative to the

total economy to permit the hinterLmd to be "dragged along" into modernity

in this fashion. It is difficult to conceive of trade able to expand fast

enough in international markets; it is equally difficult to conceive of for-

eign capital continuing to flow in at the rates required. The increasing

import intensity of industrial exports, the heavy foreign debt structure, the

growing food gap., are all symptoms of difficulties ahead. Whether or not the

commercialization point has already been reached, Korea will clearly have to

reconsider its policy of agricultural negl~ct by pursuing a ~ore balanced

growth strategy in the future.
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APP2:Drx

In diagram 3bcce, we reproduce the initial equilibrium position of

Taiwan described in diagram lbcd~ In diagram (3b), out of a total labor

force OP, the agricultural labor force is OLT producing a per capita output

of ~bT" Total agricultural output is represented by the area OPab. With

respect to the allocation of this output, we see that, since the real wage

in terms of agricultural goods is OBT, labor's share is OBTcLT (= Bl + BZ +

B3). 3~ Let h d h h . bus assume t at wage earners 0 not save; t en t e consumpt1on y

farmers of food is Bl (at the consumption standard for agricultural goods

Oe), while the income exchanged by farmers for indus trial consumer goods is

B2 + B3• To see the ~gnitude of the landlord or rent share, let the

auxiliary straight line dc be drawn; then from point "e" let a straight line

parallel to cd be constructed, thus obtaining point "f." The area B4 (=dhfg)

39
then equals BZ + B3 by construction. Since the wage share is BI + B

4

(=B l + BZ + B3), the remaining total output or rent share is BZ + BS + B6"

Under the assumption that all rental incomes are saved, this constitutes

agricultural saving (S ).
a

The total output of agriculture is thus allocated in the following

way: Bl is consumed by agricultural workers; BZ + BS is exported (hBT being

per capita exports); the remaining output B4 + B6 is destined for consumption

~ workers in the industrial sector. The latter two types of shipments

summarize the contribution that agriculture makes to non-agricultural develop-

ment, first in providing import capacity (B2 + BS) and second in providing

food for industrial workers (B4 + B6).

Let us turn now to the industrial sector (in diagram Be), where the

equilibrium is established at point hT, i.~ where the"~-curve intersects

the real wage level in terms of industrial goods, ODTo With a given labor

force (OWT), the total industrial output is then divided into the wage share
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(AI + A2 + A
3

) and the profit share (Al~)' the latter constituting industrial

saving (Si). Out of the total wage share, Al is consuced by industrial

workers, while A
2

+ A
3

is exchanged for agricultural goods for purposes of

consumption. At the given terms of trade (slope of BTDT) the exchange value

of A
2

+ A
3

is B
4

+ B
6

• Notice that A
2

comprises industrial consumer goods

exch~aged for B4 units of agricultural goods delivered by th~ farmers; A3,

on the other hand, represents.investment goods exchanged for the landlord's

Sa + S1

(AS + A3) (A4 )
(AI)

agricultural saving B
6

0 Notice also that total agricultural export proceeds

(B
2

+ BS)' which accrue to the owners of the agricultural surplus, enable

40
the system to import AS(=mnuv) units of investment goods. Thus the total

and is financed in the following way:domestic investment fund is A
3

+ A
4

+ AS

I =
(A3 + A4 + AS)

Since, in addition, there exist also inflows of foreign capital (Sf)' the

finance equation may be slightly modified to obtain (4) in the text. 4l

What we have just presented is pertinent to the case of Taiwan and

would have to be modified in a by now predictable fashion to capture realis-

tica1ly the case of Korea. As we indicated in the context of our discussion

of diagrams land 2, the essential differences are (1) the agricultural con-

tribution to the saving fund is much lower because of the low level of

agricultural productivity; (2) whatever contribution the agricultural sector

does make to industrial finance is through the "domestic route," i.e. inter-

sectoral finance; (3) foreign capital p:ays a much larger role in the financing

of domestic capital formation.



4a. GOP/X (per capita GOP) $131.2 $ 83.4
5. w (agricultural real wage) 303.8 195.4
6.

a (industrial real wage~ 313.9 219.0w.
7.
~

(internal terms of trade Pa/Pi) 95.5% 96.1%
8. (per capita consumption of industrial goods) $221.0 $139.5l.

9. Ki'=K/W (industrial capital-labor ratio) $2543. $4508.
10. q=Y/W (industrial labor productivity) $659.6 $541.3
11. ~=Y/P (per capita industrial output) $279.1 $169.9
12. El. (per capita industrial exports) $16.0 $6.8

Table 1: Comparative Static Analysis ..

Initial Period
(2) (3)

Taiwan Korea
1952-54 1955-57

(1) a b

13. E/GOP (export rati9)
14. EA (per capita exports)
15. Ei/E '(industrial share of exports)
16. Ea/Q (agricultural export ratio)
17. Me/Cd (import substitution potential index)
18. He/H (industrial consumer goods share of imports)
19. Ha/ (Ma+Q) (agricultural import fraction)

20. (Sa+Si)/GOP (domestic saving rate)
21. I/GDP. (inves tment rate)
22. Sail (agricultural saving contribution)
23. Sill (industrial saving contribution)
24. sflr (foreign saving contribution)
25. X (population)
26. P (labor force)

Terminal Period
(5) (6) (7)

Taiwan Korea Parity
1967-69 1968-70

c d d/c

$668.0 $386.8 .57
58.0% 49.5% .84

$ 9.3 $-38.9
$263.2 $223.14 .77

$276.8 $150.5 .54
472.5 $317.3 .67
529.2 $367.8 .69

96.5% 119.7% 1.24
$416.1 $240.0 .57

$2372. $3051. 1.28
$14!f2.9 $906.2 .62

$837.5 $453.0 1.84
$223.5 $110.0 .49

27.6% 25.4% ' .92
$251.9 $123~ 0 .48

88.5% 89.8% 1.01
3.3% 6. 9'y' 2.09

10.2'10 6.5% .63
15.9% 7.5% .47
6.4,. 21 0 3i. 3.32

34.4% 18.5i;
33.0% 35.li%
23.5% 2. lYe
80. 7% 49.5'%
-4.4% 48.2%

13.313 mil. 32.056 mil.
4~ 926 mil. 9.886 mil.

b/o...

.37

.25
1.65
.25
.76
.57

1.58

1.77
.82
.61
.43

.64

.64

.69
1.0

c 63

• 73
.76

1.04

(4)
Parity

-4.1%
15.4%
15. 2'70

-43.5%
128.3%

22 0 263 mil..
6.924 mil.

4.1%
$11.0
61.6%

3.1%
6.5%

13.3%
8. 11'.

$198.5
32.0%

$ -8.3
$142.4

11.2%
$43.8

37.2%
12.2%

8.5%
23.0%
5. 11'.

10.0%
17.2%
18.5%
40. 01'.
41.0%

8.438 mil.
°2.828 mil.

$273.4
42.3%

$ 19.4
goods)$138.5

(agricultural labor productivity)
(labor allocation ratio)
(per capita agricultural net exports)
(per capita consumption of agricultural

v

~
C

Ll
a

1.
2.
3.
4.

agricultural saving (Sa/EI
industrial saving ~Si/~I

foreign saving ESf/Ll

Cumulative Contribution to Investment During Transition
Taiwan Korea

25.9% 8.6%
68.61'0 29. 7/0

5. 7/. 61.6%
--_.._,--------

U. s. $ figures for Korea are in 1965 constant prices, and those for Taiwan, in 1964 constant prices.



Data Sources: (Korea)

a) National Inco~e Statistical \earbook 1968, 1969 (The Bank of Korea)

b) Korea Statistical Yearbook (1960-69) (Economic Planning Board,
Republic of Korea)

c) Annual Econoaic Review 1955-1959 (The Bank of Korea)

d) Econonic Statistical Yearbook 1960-71 (The Bank of Korea)

e) Inter-Ir.dustrv Relations Tables 1960, 1963, 1966, 1968 (The Bank of
Korea)

f) Price Statistical Slli~ry 1961, 1964, 1966, 1968 (The Bank of Korea)

g) Yearbook of Agriculture and Forestry 1964, 1968, 1969 ~linistry of
Agriculture and Forestry, Republic of Korea)

h) Foreign Trade of Korea 1964-69 (Ministry of Finance, Republic of Korea)

i) Monthly Econoaic Review (The Korea Development Bank)

j) Agricultural Coooerative Monthly Survey (National Agricultural
Cooperative Federation, Korea). .

k) EstL~ates of Korean Capit~l and Inventorv Coefficients in 1968 (by Kee
Chun Han, Yonsei University)

1) Analysis of Household Soending-Saving Behavior in Korea, 1970
(by Sung-Hwan Jo, Sogang University)

Rata Sources: (Taiwan)

a) National IncoT.e of the Republic of China, 1951-1970 (Directorate
General of Budgets, Accounts and Statistics, Executive Yuan)

b) Industry of Free China (CIECD), 1970

c) Commodity-Price Statistics Monthlv. Taiwan District, 1971 (Directorate
General of Budgets, Ac~ounts and Statistics, Executive Yuan)

d) Monthly Statistics of the Republic of China (Directorate-General
of Budgets, Accounts and Statistics, Executive Yuan)

e) Input-Output Table (CLECD), 1961, 1964, 1966.

f) Taiwan Agricultural Year Book, 1962-1970 (Department of Agriculture
and Forestry, Provincial Government of Taiwan)



g) Taiwan Economic Statistics (ClECD)

h) Taiwan Statistical Data Book (ClECD), 1970

i) "Household Registration" of Provincial Deparment of Civil Affairs

j) Tai~~n Area ~enort o~ the Year-End Household Check a~d PODulatio~

Registratic~ S~.tistics (of Provincial Depar~ent of Civil Affairs)

k) Export a~d Im~ort Forei~n Exchan~e Settlements Statistics, 1970
(Foreign Lxchange Deparonent, the Central Bank of Taiwan)

1) The Republic of Chi~~. Taiwan Industrial Production Statistics
Honthly (:·~inistry oi Economic Affairs)

m) Quarterly R..~port on the Lahor ~::rce Survev in Tahlan, 1963-69,
(Labor Force Survey and Research Institute)

n) Taiwan Agricultural Price ~funthlv (Department of Agriculture and
Forestry, Provincial Government of Taiwan)

0) Monthly Statistics on Price Received and Price Paid bv Farmer in
Taiwan (Bureau of Accounting and Statistics Provincial Government
of Taiwan, Republic of China)

p) The Republic of China. Report on Industrial and Commercial Surveys,
1954.. 1962, 1966 (Hinistry of Economic Affairs)

q) Tauvan Food Statistics Book, 1970 (Taiwan Provincial Food Bureau)
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FOOTNOTES

*JohnC.H. Fei and Gustav Ranis, Economic Growth Center, Yale Univer

sity. The authors wish to acknowledge the substantial contributions of

Professor Sung Hwan Jo of Sogang University, Korea and Professor Chi-Xu Huang

of National University, Taiwan to this paper, especially its empirical por

tions. Portions of this research were financed by funds provided by the

Agency for International Development under contract CSD/2492. However, the

views expressed in this paper do not necessarily reflect those of AID.

I[Kuznets, 1966J See also [Fei and Ranis. May 19691. This process,
f}

linked to the achievement of political independence, began earlier in Latin

America.

2These dates, coming a few years after the move from the Chinese Main

land, in the first instance, and after the Korean War, in the second, are

commonly accepted as appropriate base years.

3We recognize the incompleteness of the mapping between agriculture

ar.d subsistence, on the one hand, and non-agriculture and commercialized, on

the other. "Agriculture" is viewed as a proxy for sectors in which wages or

income exceed the marginal product and are institutionally determined, and

"non-agriculture" as a proxy for sectors where there is an approximation to

a competitive solution. The statistical problem remains and has not been

solved in the context of this paper. It would require a careful disaggrega

tion of the services sector, as well as of agriculture and even industry,

into their commercialized and non-commercialized components.

41£ desirable, capital can be combined with lan~

SThe reasons for this are complicated, but related to the greater at

tention paid by the Japanese to irrigation and organizational infrastructure



in colonial Taiwan where a cash ~rop, sugar, was to be promoted, along with

the staples.

6In a predominantly agricultural economy, we would expect the relation-

ship in relative agricultural productivities between the two countries to also

be reflected in their celative per capita GDP levels. This is borne out by

the parity calculations in Ta~le 1, row 4a, column 4.

7Thus , in column 7 of the statistical Table, the internal terms of

trade reflects the common international terms vf trade.

8This is shown by the distance nj in diagram (lb).

9The absolute fixity of the IRW is, of course, only an approximation

to reality. The model could easily be amended to incorporate a more realistic

upward "creep" in the IRW level. TIle price-consumption curve (peT) is derived

by taking the typical worker's income at OBT and determining his consumption

of agricultural and non-agricultural goods at different terms of trade, i.e.

it is the locus of tangencies between the worker's indifference map and a

"swivelling" budget line anchored at point BTo

lOGiven Korea's lower level of agricultural productivity (v), approxi

mately the same level of per capita consumption of agricultural goods (c6),
a

plus more people still in agriculture, it follows that ~ must be smaller
a

here (see equation 2b). This is not shown clearly in diagram (2b) because the

net export is negligible.

11m the absence of a wage gap between the agricultural worker's real

wage in terms of industrial goods and the industrial worker's real wage in

terms of industrial goods. The existence, realistically, of a wage gap can

be easily accommodated.

12Suppose the production functions of the two countries were the same.

Given the higher input ratio (at DK, diagram 2f) for Korea tnan for Taiwan



(at DT, diagram If), the equilibrium point for Korea (hK, diagram 2e) would

have implied a higher level of both the w~rginal and average productivities

of labor. For example, the Korean ~~PK-curve would have passed through a

higher point such as "u" in diagram 2e. Compared with such a point, the

actual point "~" indicates the presence of "labor saving innovations" in

Korea as compared with Taiwan.

l30ur understanding of the precise caUDes of such differences in

colonial heritage--a phenomenon which must be traced to profit maximization

under colonialism, given differential resource endowments in the two colonies--

is clearly incomplete at this point. See, however, [Roe 1971J.

l4The domestic demand for industrial goods which includes not only

consumption but also industrial demands is actually higher than this (i.e. a

certain multiple of WT~). We have, however, for simplicity's sake, assumed

that wTci represents the total per capita demand for industrial goods.

15The forces that determine these contributions to the total saving

fund may be traced to the distribution of income as well as to the rules

governing intersectoral exchange in the context of our analytical framework.

The theory of determination of savings in an open dualistic economy will be

explained in the Appendix.

l6While technological progress (i.e. the upward shift of the Q-curve)

increases average labor productivity, the labor allocation effect itself will

also increase labor productivity if the agricultural labor force declines ab-

so1utely. We shall examine this issue briefly below.

17Whi1e agricultural productivity in Taiwan, for example, increases

by 130 percent during the period, agricultural real wages increased only 50

percent (rows land 5). The existence of labor surplus is indicated in



diagram (lb), by point "n" (corresponding to the IRW) lying above point "j"

(indicating :WPL) in the initial year. This signi~ies the existence of

disguised una~ployment during much of the transition. In the case of Korea,

agricultural real wages lag much less behind productivity gain. This signi-

fies the more rapid "pulling out" of agricultural labor with the help of

foreign capital inflow and the earlier termination of disguised un~ployment.

We will return to both these points in the next section.

l8and/ or , once the more realistic possibility of a wage gap (beaveen

agricultural and industrial workers) is admitted, due to a change in the size

of that gap.

19Nevertheless, for the economy as a whole, the distribution of incoree

may well improve for labor, as a consequence of the existence of a wage gap

between the two sectors and the shift of the economy1s center of gravity from

one to the other. The full analysis of income distribution in the two-sector

world under discussion is a complicated one and really beyond the scope of

this paper•.

20m recent years, total industrial a~ports have been rising at close

to 35 percent annually in both countries.

21m this paper we are not concerned with the formulation of a truly

deterministic dynamic theory. Our analysis hopefully can provide some guide

lines as to how such a theory should be formulated and tested by time series.

22For a fuller discussion of the commercialization point, see (Fei

and Ranis, 1964].

23Before "e6" there exi8ts disguised unemployment in agriculture as

the MPPL is below the in~titutional wage w
a

; after lI e6" the labor surplus con

dition terminates as the wage now follows the ~WPL' signifying the fact that

the reservior of the unemployed has been "mopped up" and wages are henceforth

determined according to neo-classical rules. If, more realistically, the



lRW itself rises, from B
T

to Bi the commercialization point does not occur

until productivity level M
S

(leading to point eS) has been reached.

In the absence of technology change in agriculture, only a major ab-

solute decline in the agricultural population could permit a commercializa-

tion point to be reached, e.g. by ~oving along a constant MPPL curve,

e.. g. M4•

24This is traced,- in turn, to the rate of capital accumulation and

the degree of labor using bias in the industrial sector.

25This , in fact, is not subject to doubt in Taiwan. The ques tion

of whether or not the commercialization point and a condition of labor

shortage has really been reached in Korea or whether the recent rise in real

wages may be due to a short run deterioration of the industrial sector's terms

of trade (as agricultural stagnation continues and P.L. 4S0 imports are be-

coming more expensive) is still not entirely clear and the subject of con-

tinuing investigation by the authors. One thing is clear, however, i.e. that,

if the commercialization point has, in fact, already been reached in Korea

it is more by moving upward along given M curves, while in Taiwan there was

more of an upward shift in the M curve itself. On this general subject,

see also [Sedjo! 1971].

26A similar pattern of the behavior o£ real wages can be observed for

historical Japan whose earlier experience as an open labor surplus economy

is relevant here. Here also the pattern of real wage increases shows a

modest upward creep in the 19th century followed by a substaut.ial accelera-

tion after World War I; see [Fei and Ranis, Seotember 1971].

27
See the discussion of the "Export Substitution Point" below.

2SIn historical Japan the reversal point occurred during the last de-

cade of the 19th century, thus preceding the commercialization point by at

least several decades. It is also quite possible for the reversal point to



occur after the commercialization point. A systematic investigation of the

sequential order of all the turning points is the subject of a more formal

dynamically deterministic theory yet to be developed.

29The crucial factors are (i) the population growth rate, (ii) the

relative size of the labor force in the agricultural sector, (iii) the popu-

lation size relative to the demand for the products of this country in the

world market. Hong Kong can solve her lIagriculture problemll by this strategy

because all these factors are favorable. There is a serious doubt in our

mind that this strategy can be successful in Korea.

30lt should be noted that Korea's E./E ratio is substantially higher
1.

from the very beginning, as a consequence of the economy's relatively weak

agricultural base from the outset. Export substitution here means, in part,

a shift from traditional non-agricultural exports (e.g. mining) to non-

traditional non-agricultural exports (e.g. labor intensive textiles and elec-

tronics). The small differences in determining the E-S point from the im-

port and export sides (in diagrams 6 and 7) should not surprise us. "Nature

does not make jumpsll and we are really talking about turning ranges rather

than turning points. The change in trend and in the structure of the two

economies is clearly established. In the case of Korea, there is more of an

overlapping between the end of I-S and the beginning of E-S growth.

3~y theoretical issues and interpretations can be raised, but not

elaborated, in this paper. The phenomenon may be approached from the view-

point of international trade and comparative advantage which emphasized the

inefficiency of import substitution. (See for example} [Little. ScitovskYJ

and Scott. 1970] which would view the emergence of export substitution phase

essentially as correcting the mistakes of the import substitution strategy.)



On the other hand, from the growth theoretical point of view the import sub

stitution phase may be viewed as an essential pre~requisite of the export

substitution phase. (See [Paauw and Fei. 1973J for a full exposition of this

Vietol. ) Also see [Ranis J 1972] for an international comparison.

32Again, these issues can only be explored with further study by

dynamic mo de1s.

33Before that point was reached, however, i.e. during the three decades

following the Neiji Restoration in 1868, she had been very successful in

generating substantial agricultural productivity increases. See, for example,

[Johnston. November 1972J; [Ranis, }mrch 1959J; and [Ohkawa and Rosovskv,

October 19601.

34A full exploration of the relation between the "international terms

of trade" and the "internal terms of tradetl between agricultural and non-

agricultural goods requires ail understanding of whether "free trade" pre

vailed in these countries and whether they are small countries. We feel

that, initially, "free trade" prevailed in these two countries so that the

internal terms of trade reflected the common international terms of trade.

However, in the process of development in the last twenty years, internal

terms of trade gradually diverged from the international terms of trade--a

theoretical assertion which needs to be investigated further.

35While there admittedly exist important differences in the soil,

climate and other elements of the natural endow~ent as between Korea and

Taiwan--and no one is suggesting that every country has equal reserves of

agricultural productivity ready for activation--there is ample evidence that

much of the relative failure of Korea's agriculture to date is man-made.

We know, for example, that the Japanes~ left a relatively inferior agricul-

tural infrastructure in Korea, not only in terms of irrigation facilities,



but also, and probably more important, in terms of organizational infrastruc

ture. It is our distinct io?ression--though adnittedly it is risky to be

categorical on this point--that much more could have been done to repair this

differential. To cite one example, Korea's rural organization (the r~CF)

represents an attempt to do too many things in agriculture, including tbe

provision of information, of inputs, as well as the power to tax. It is but

a pale reflection of Tai~an's Farmers' Associations, hooked up with the

JCRR structure, which farmers could view more as their own instrument.

Moreover, agricultural price policies in Korea are directed much more towards

income redistribution objectives after production decisions have already

been made rather than providing ~ ante incentives for increased productivity,

as in Taiwan. There seems, in short, to be a substantial consensus among

agricultural economists and agronomists that, while the "Green Revolution"

potential of Korea may be below that of Taiwan, the actual performance of

Korea's farmers also remains substantially below that potential.

36Research on this issue is currently under way. For the current use

of a variety of special incentives ranging from tariff and tax reductions,

to linkage systems, import wastage allowances, deposit rate preferences,

differential interest, electricity and freight rates, see [Suk, 19711.

This work is being carried on as part of a more extensive multi-country re-

search effort under the direction of Bela Balassa.

37worse, with industry having to help pay for net agricultural imports.

38
BI = OLihej BZ = hebbT; B3 = bbTcBT• BI , BZ ••• B6 are rectangular

areas.

39hf/he = chIdb. TIlis means hfxdh = chxhe.

40rn diagram (8e) total domestic output of the industrial sector is

Al +AZ + A3 + A4, with an output capacity for co~sumer goods of Al + AZ'



For Taiwan, in fact, the domestic consumer goods production capacity may be

less than the domestic demand (AI + A2) or the capacity for investment goods

production greater than A
3

+ A4e In that situation, a part of imports

takes the form of industrial consumer goodse

41When foreign capital inflows are admitted, the magnitudes of "in-

vesbnent," "supply of industrial goods," "industrial imports" are all aug

mented by -the value of "Sf-"
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